
Picture Dictionary: Have ELL students create
a picture dictionary using Big Huge Labs,
where they can choose vocabulary words
from different categories (e.g., animals, food,
emotions) and create visual representations
for each word. This project can help enhance
vocabulary acquisition and provide a
reference tool for future learning.
Cultural Collage: Encourage ELL students to
explore their own culture or a target culture
they are studying. Have them create a collage
using images and captions to showcase
cultural elements such as clothing, traditions,
celebrations, and landmarks. This project
promotes cultural understanding and
provides an opportunity for language
practice.
Vocabulary Posters: Assign ELL students a set
of vocabulary words related to a specific topic
(e.g., weather, sports, family) and ask them to
create posters using Big Huge Labs. They can
choose appropriate images, add labels or
captions, and display the posters in the
classroom. This project promotes vocabulary
development and visual association with
words.
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Biographical Posters: Assign ELL students to
research a famous person or a historical figure.
Using Big Huge Labs, they can create
biographical posters featuring images, key
facts, and captions about the person's life and
achievements. This project enhances research
skills, language proficiency, and cultural
awareness.
Measurement Poster: Assign ELL students
specific measurements to explore. Using Big
Hige Labs, they can create posters illustrating
different objects that exemplify these
measurements.
Math Flash Cards: Have ELL students create
math flash cards. They can design with
numerical expressions, equations, or math
facts using the Trading Cards template.
Math Poster: Guide ELL students to choose a
math problem or concept and visually depict
the math concept using the Motivational
Poster template. 
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Note: These project ideas can be adapted to suit the
language proficiency level of the ELL students and can be
adjusted to align with their specific language learning
goals and classroom curriculum.


